### Match Report

#### Team A
**FRA - France**

- Played in: Tokyo
- In the hall: Yoyogi National Stadium
- Team A: A
- Match Number: 18
- Half-time (30')
- Team time-out: 2
- Number of 7m goals: 3/3
- Full name of players and officials:
  - REMILI Nedim 9
  - MEM Dika 3
  - TOURNAT Nicolas 4
  - GERARD Vincent 6
  - KARABATIC Nikola 9
  - MAHE Kentin 3
  - GENTY Yann 11
  - NGUESSAN Timothey 3
  - ABALO Luc 3
  - GUIGOU Michael 1
  - KARABATIC Luka 22
  - FABREGAS Ludovic 23
  - DESCAT Hugo 25
  - PORTE Valentijn 28

#### Team B
**ESP - Spain**

- Played in: Tokyo
- In the hall: Yoyogi National Stadium
- Team B: B
- Match Number: 12
- Half-time (30')
- Team time-out: 3
- Number of 7m goals: 2/3
- Full name of players and officials:
  - PEREZ de VARGAS MORENO Gonzalez 1
  - GURBINDO MARTINEZ Eduardo 3
  - MAQUEDA PENO Jorge 5
  - FERNANDEZ PEREZ Angel 6
  - ENTERRRIOS RODRIGUEZ Raul 9
  - DUSHEBAEV DOVICHBAEVA Alex 10
  - SARMIENTO MELIAN Daniel 11
  - CORRALES RODAL Rodrigo 12
  - AGUINAGALDE AQUIZU Julen 13
  - SOLE SALA Ferran 14
  - FIGUERAS TREJO Adrian 17
  - GARCIA ROBLEDO Antonio 27
  - GOMEZ AVELLO Alex 28
  - GUARDIOLA VILLAPLANA Gedeon 30

#### Off. A
- GILLE Guillaume 1
- MATHE Erick 2
- SEBASTIEN Pierre 3
- MABIRE Jean-Christophe 4
- MAURELLI Olivier 5

#### Off. B
- RIBERA ROMANS Jordi 1
- MONTES AGUERA Cesar Jesus 2
- MONUZ BENITO Juan Jose 3
- RIVILLA GARCIA Jesus 4

#### Remarks of referees / IHF Official

**Refs.**
- HORACEK Vaclav (CZE)
- NOVOTNY Jiri (CZE)

**Technical Officials**
- TK: NACHEVSKI Dragan (MKD)
- SK: POSAVEC Josip (CRO)

**IHF Official**
- JENSEN Bjarne Munk (DEN)

Note: Number of 7m scored/awarded to resp. B, goals (G), yellow cards (YC), red cards (RC), red card after 3rd 2' suspension (X), direct red card (D) and blue cards (BC).